TURFLON D.
No weed too tough.

Stops more than 50 broadleaf weeds. TURFLON* D herbicide has the wide spectrum power to control most any broadleaf weed you encounter. From ordinary ones like dandelions and clover to oxalis, spurge, wild violet, ground ivy and the rest of the really stubborn weeds. And that means happy customers...fewer callbacks and more referrals for you.

Maximum efficacy. With TURFLON D, you benefit from the proven effectiveness of triclopyr in stopping difficult broadleafs, plus the well-known ability of 2,4-D to control the standard portion of the weed spectrum. The low volatile ester formulation of TURFLON D increases its efficacy, without increasing the chance of damage to off-target species when used according to professional standards.

Control that's under control. For all its effectiveness against target weeds, TURFLON D is easily managed. It penetrates the waxy cuticle of weeds to act systemically. Yet it does not move through turf, so there is very little chance of damage to ornamentals. TURFLON D is safe to most established cool-season turf grasses such as tall fescue, bluegrass and perennial rye. And it is exceptionally low in toxicity to humans and pets.

Reduces callbacks. TURFLON D delivers superior performance at lower dosage rates than many leading herbicides. And its broad spectrum efficacy can mean a significant reduction in service callbacks...and improved customer retention. Which all adds up to better profits for you.

TURFLON D. The broad spectrum herbicide with power to control the toughest broadleaf weeds...and the others, too. Get the full story from your distributor, today.

©Copyright 1986 The Dow Chemical Company.
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Put money in your pocket with the LESCO Aerator-30.

Aerate lawn after lawn in a single day with the LESCO Aerator-30 and start reaping the benefits of this profitable add-on to your lawn service business.

Engineered and built for continuous use, the LESCO Aerator-30 is a durable, low maintenance machine — easy to maneuver, economical to operate and efficient to use.

Available with your choice of 30 open or closed spoons, the LESCO Aerator-30 is designed for deep soil penetration. Removable steel castor wheels with pneumatic tires provide superior balance, easy transport and convenient loading and unloading.

The LESCO Aerator-30 features a five-horsepower Briggs & Stratton I/C® recoil-start engine for long life and reliable operation.

Your cost is just $895.00. Order today. It's an excellent way to increase your fall profits!

SPECIAL OFFER!

Buy a LESCO Aerator-30 between August 1 and September 30, 1986 and we'll send you attractive full-color literature to promote aeration to your customers. No charge! You'll receive 1000 copies of the popular Aeration Promotion Card and 500 copies of the Aeration Followup Card. These high-quality printed pieces explain aeration in simple, easy-to-understand terms.

Call toll free.
(800) 321-5325  (800) 362-7413
NATIONWIDE  IN OHIO
The last thing you've got time for in grounds maintenance is a breakdown. You need machines that are tough enough to keep you cutting on schedule. No matter what the mowing conditions.

That kind of toughness is what makes Toro's 100, 200, and 300 series Groundsmasters the industry leaders. For over a decade, each Groundsmaster is ruggedly built for durability and continual performance under the most demanding conditions. Namely, a routine day's job.

All three Groundsmaster series come with five different engine options—gas, diesel, air or water cooled—and ten different cutting units. With the addition of quality cutting features and accessories, you're able to choose the right combination of equipment to fit your turf maintenance needs.

But grounds maintenance requires more than just reliable and
durable equipment. Parts and service support must be efficient

And that includes detailed support information on specifications, options and features—all you need to know to justify cost-effective expenditures. If you need specialized parts, ask about Toro's Unit Down or Direct Ship Programs.

If you'd like a machine that won't quit on the job, check out the tough, dependable Groundsmasters from Toro. You'll save money in the long run because of increased productivity and fewer breakdowns.

And that's just what it takes to cut it on the job and in the front office.

For more information on the Toro Groundsmaster advantage and the name of the distributor near you write to The Toro Company, Dept. GM, Commercial Marketing, 8111 Lyndale Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420.

©1985 The Toro Company; Toro and Groundsmaster are registered trademarks of The Toro Company

The professionals that keep you cutting.
Good planning can make budget fight easier

The problem with many athletic turf managers is they don’t do a good enough job selling themselves and, consequently, they aren’t taken seriously when they place their supply orders on their superior’s desk.

The reason they aren’t taken seriously? Poor planning, according to Bill Bedrossian of Servicemaster Industries in Downers Grove, Ill. Bedrossian told his audience of athletic turf managers at the Midwest Sports Turf Institute they must “plan, execute, and review.”

An athletic turf manager must document items such as manpower (total hours available versus total hours needed, scheduling, seasonal fluctuations), equipment (purchase date, condition, scheduled replacement, replacement cost), supplies (on hand, annual needs, cost effectiveness), and grounds (turf areas, paved surfaces, irrigation systems, trees and shrubs, bleachers).

An effective sports turf manager, says Bedrossian, has a planning calendar that includes items such as routine seasonal requirements, and regular annual events such as graduations, town fairs, and special sporting events. He also keeps a long-term calendar, perhaps a year in advance, of projects in the works.

Credibility is most important, he says, noting that written and photographed documentation is a must. “Show the superiors the condition of the fields when you started versus the condition they are in today,” Bedrossian says.

And finally he says you must follow through by establishing expectations, providing inspections and documentations, making revisions when necessary, being flexible, and promoting yourself. Bedrossian says if you don’t let anyone know you’re doing a good job, your work will go unnoticed. And your budgeting battles will be losing ones.

Low-maintenance California grass on horizon

El Toro—not the tequila, but a low maintenance zoysiagrass expected to prosper in the warm California climate—should be available for home lawn, park, and other uses within two years, according to Dr. Vic Gibeault, cooperative extension turfgrass specialist at the University of California-Riverside.

El Toro, says Gibeault, is heat and salt tolerant, requires less water and nitrogen fertilizer than other turfgrasses, has few insect or disease problems, has good density and resistance to foot traffic, and grows in light to moderate shade.

It shows good cool season color but goes dormant during the cooler winter months, says Gibeault. He notes it produces less thatch than other zoysiagrasses.

El Toro is a UC-patented selection developed from the breeding program of the late UC-R professor Dr. Victor B. Younger.
It applies to your course just as it does to the courses Jack Nicklaus has designed.

Jack Nicklaus may never play your course, but we can help you put your turfgrass in just the condition he loves. Jack's been a spokesman for PAR EX® fertilizers with IBDU® for many years. PAR EX fertilizers are used on Muirfield Village Golf Club, his home course, as well as most of the other courses he has designed.

Why do PAR EX fertilizers with IBDU produce such extraordinary results? Here are several key reasons:

1. IBDU, by itself, is 90% WIN which makes it extremely safe for turfgrass application.
2. IBDU, by itself, is 100% available to turfgrass in one growing season.
3. Availability of nitrogen is not dependent on soil temperature and microbial activity—feeds sooner in the spring, more evenly in the summer, and later in the fall.

To sum up, PAR EX fertilizers with IBDU are safe. The response is controlled without regard to weather conditions. The efficiency and performance of PAR EX is proven.

Contact a PAR EX distributor and let him recommend a PAR EX program for you.

"My design and maintenance people rely on PAR EX with IBDU. We strongly recommend it."

Jack Nicklaus

PAR EX
with IBDU®

PAR EX and IBDU are products of Estech, Inc. Professional Products Division, P.O. Box 512, Winter Haven, FL 33882-0512.

PAR EX and IBDU are registered trademarks of Estech, Inc.
Dr. Ernest Hall spent years calling equipment companies trying to convince them to manufacture his robot lawnmower. This year, companies are calling him.

Hall, director of the Center for Robotics Research at the University of Cincinnati, has turned an 11-hp Snapper riding mower into a robot mower. Now, Snapper is among several companies vying to manufacture the space age mower.

"I'm negotiating with six companies," Hall says. "Snapper is the one I've talked to the longest and in the most detail."

But Hall also mentions Honda as a possible manufacturer. "It's a product that's been developed in America, but the Japanese may be more interested in manufacturing it," he says.

Hall describes another company looking into the mower as "a major corporation in the United States which works with race cars and challenging technological things."

The mower could be ready to market in two or three years. "But the possible manufacturers have a lot of questions."

One new question, which seems to be choking many industries, is liability. Although, Hall says, the robot lawnmower is potentially safer than today's mowers, the issue cannot be ignored.

Already, people have won cases against mower manufacturers despite the fact that the consumer was misusing the product. In one case, someone was using a push mower as a hedge trimmer. In another, a man died of a heart attack trying to start a mower with a clogged system.

"If you were worried all the time, nobody would do anything," Hall says.

The mower is safer, primarily because it decreases human contact with the machine. Lawn mower accidents hurt more than 50,000 Americans annually.

It works in one of three ways: remote control (a human would watch the mower and guide it); trainable mode (a computer program would teach the mower boundaries of a lawn); fully automatic mode (the mower would be able to detect boundaries, flower beds, trees).

For added safety, the mower features a warning light and safety bumper which stops when the machine encounters an object; sonar detectors which locate and avoid stationary and moving objects; and an omni-directional vision system which allows the robot to avoid obstacles and monitor progress while cutting the lawn.

Studies have shown the robot mower to be economical for either domestic or professional use. It is ideal for an older or handicapped consumer who can't do strenuous work. With homeowner use, the mower pays for itself in three years.

A lawn care company which mows less than 100 acres weekly will pay for it in a year and a half. And, in large commercial use such as a municipal airport or highway, it can be paid off in less than a year.

Lawn care employees shouldn't be threatened by the robot. Hall says the machine will free up people to work on other areas of the landscape. Besides that, it will create a cottage industry for people to program or repair the robots.

The robot lawnmower is only the beginning. "I see people having not only the robot lawnmower, but indoor robots such as a vacuum cleaner," Hall says. The vision is reminiscent of the old Jetsons cartoon.

The first step is for Hall to secure a deal with a manufacturer who can make the product economically. "As Henry Ford once said: 'If I can make it cheap enough for people to afford, I'll make a fortune.'

---

**SURVEY**

**Water management a problem out west**

Although water usage is not considered the primary problem faced by landscape managers in Southern California, it rates as "very important."

According to Janet Hartin, Cooperative Extension agent at the University of California, a survey taken at a horticultural short course noted that over-watering was most often cited as the major water-related problem.

"Water management, water quality programs and irrigation system design problems were frequently cited second water-related problems," says Hartin. "And almost all respondents said there was not sufficient information on water conservation available."

---
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A GUIDE TO LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
COOL-SEASON EDITION
Team prevents your weeds with all-season stamina. It’s gentle on cool season turf grass, including bluegrass, ryegrass, bentgrass and other fairway grass species. And Team pre-emergence herbicide consistently delivers better control, longer control for your crabgrass and goosegrass.

Team spreads very easily. The clay carrier makes equipment calibration simpler and application more accurate. It also reduces dust problems.

Call time-out on crabgrass and goosegrass on your turf, for all season. With Team.

Talk to your Elanco distributor soon.
Or call toll-free: 1-800-ELANPRO. In Indiana, call collect: 317-261-6102.

Elanco Products Company
A Division of Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Corporate Center
Dept. E-455, Indianapolis, IN 46285, U.S.A.

Team™ (benefin • trifluralin. Elanco Products Company)
Refer to the Team label for proper application instructions

Put down Team™ this spring.

Or put up with crabgrass and goosegrass all season long.